Somayaji
2371 and beyond (Shackleton Expanse)
Though the multiple limbs, eyes, & wings may be unsettling, the race’s natural
grace & calm quickly allays fears when newly encountered. Astute observers
will note that they alter their light pattern to suit their interactions. Such
variations are especially notable when they shift between different genders
of other species that facilitates an aura of calm during these interactions.
After a youth & young adulthood of introspection & self- discovery on
Somaya II, they endeavor to better understand their place in the universe. A
willingness to bond & share with others makes them ideal companions in the
confines of space exploration. They reproduce asexually through clonal
fragmentation at the end of their lifespan. Names: They have an inner name
known only to themselves. To others, there chosen name is reflective or
descriptive of their 1st social bond. A powerful social bond later in life may
cause them to take a 2nd name, or in rare cases change their identity
entirely. Ex. Friend by the Sea, Windwatcher, or Hunter’s Mate.

EXAMPLE VALUE: We seek to understand the universe.
Attributes: Fitness -1, Daring +2, Presence +2.
TRAIT:
The genderless, Somayaji, sprout 6 limbs from an armored torso at the
waist, sheathed in a blue-gray shell. 4 lower appendages provide stability
to navigate rocky terrain. 2 forelegs sport articulated pincers able to
manipulate even the finest machinery/technology. At the shoulder, a pair
of sturdy, crescent-shaped wings. While these glide wings do not provide
flight, they do grant benefits to balance. Cannot be Knockdown.
Talents:
Somayaji, or with GM's permission.

Night Vision [Bonus]
Requirement:
Numerous eyes stalks along with membranes woven through the glide
wings pulse with bio-electrical energy, especially when engaged in
communication. While their eyes provide the ability to see in 360°, they
can only focus in 1 direction at a time. You can see in the dark perfectly.

Tough Exoskeleton [Required]
Requirement:
Somayaji's armored torso offers you Resistance 1 vs All attacks.

Soothing Distraction
Requirement:
The practiced soothing of the Somayaji's movements is amplified by the
bio-electrical glow of its wing membranes & eye stalks when engaged in
communication. When engaged in a Social Conflict/Interaction, you may
re-roll all your dice as you are distracting. Lower Difficulty by 1, min. 1.
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